

For Intrinsic Landscapes



WHO ARE WE

Intriscapes limited is a professional firm established and registered. The firm was initiated with
the aim of providing the full range of landscape
design,consultancy,installation and maintenance
to developers of various projects in the built environment both in the private and public sectors

www.intriscapes.com

“Generous intentions
for noble deeds”
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For Intrinsic Landscapes
WHAT WE DO

Our Services

Landscape planning and design
However large or small your exterior needs are, we will allocate a single point of contact to you,to lead you through the
design and planning stages. This ensures that the final product will be tailored exactly to your requirements, whilst also
being able to use the finest plants and materials available.
Landscape implementation
Realizing the designs into a working display, garden or estate
is a very organic process. We develop a close relationship with
our clients who enable any design to be altered or adapted at
any stage of the process. The finished product being true to
the concept of our initial commission by our clients.
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Hardscapes installation
Define your outdoor space and bring symmetry between the
house and garden with hard elements.
Give your landscape distinction with pavers, stonescapes and
outdoor structures. The Intriscapes Company’s hardscapes are
works of art. Each unique design uses color, texture and dimension to bring one-of-a-kind elegance to the finished project.
Our crews have hands-on experience installing concrete –
stamped and colored, stonewalls patios, paved pathways, flagstone and boulders.
Landscape Maintenance
Maintenance schedule is a truly essential element in getting
the best results. Our highly professional technicians will make
scheduled visits to ensure the plant are always looking their
very best. Any plants which may be falling below standard
would be replaced
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Landscape lighting
Outdoor lighting can transform a property at night while highlighting
special features conversation areas, fountains, walkways and more. Evening
lighting is also essential for safety along paths and for all-season enjoyment
of a garden.
Garden irrigation design
Intriscapes ltd, install and maintain watering systems for garden
irrigation,parks and sports ground irrigation, landscape & lawn irrigation.
Our water irrigation systems include sprinklers, drip irrigation (BioDrip)
and automatic watering irrigation systems for beds, grass, plants and trees.
Working with world best products and techniques, our professional teams
plan & install top quality & cost effective irrigation systems.

Outdoor lighting can transform a property at night
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Interior plantscaping
Plants within the workplace help to soften and humanize
the space; they also produce clean,refreshing air which in
turn, will create a relaxed and more productive working
environment. If you intend to purchase your plant displays
outright, then a maintenance schedule is a truly essential
element in getting the best value for money from your plant
displays. Our highly professional technicians will make
scheduled visits to ensure the plant displays are always
looking their very best. Any plants which may be falling
below standard would be replaced for no extra charge.
Water features
Turn your backyard into a peaceful retreat with the soothing sound and movement of water. Whether it’s a waterfall,
pond, stream, fountain, colorful fish or water lilies, we can
help you create a slice of paradise in your own backyard.
Each water feature designed and created by The Intriscapes
limited is a unique concept combining natural stone material and water plants. We integrate your interests and desires with the beautiful accent of nature.

Turn your backyard into a peaceful retreat with the soothing sound and movement of water
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Plants rental display
If you would rather not expend a large part of your office
budget on purchasing your plant displays,then could we
introduce you to our ‘Rental Option’? For a simple monthly
charge, we will supply and install all of your personally tailored plant displays,and provide a full maintenance and
replacement service as part of the package. As the displays
remain the property of Intriscapes limited for the duration
of the ‘Rental Agreement’,it allows for the containers, plants
and style of the displays to be changed at any point during
the contract period. Thus giving you a much greater freedom to keep your displays up to date with any changes made
elsewhere to your office décor.
Florists services
The Intriscapes company understands that floral arrangements are very personal items. Each of our florists specialize
in one particular aspect of florists, ensuring that whatever
your requirements, we can match the flowers to your exact
needs.

For a simple monthly charge, we will supply and install all of your personally tailored plant displays
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Plant Nursery and Lawn Installation
Success of a plant is related to the care
the plant received in its juvenile stage.
We therefore have our plant nursery
which is managed and maintained with
the highest standard possible to increase
the rate of survival of plants after they are
transplanted
We also sell and install lawns of different
types to suit our clients test and value for
their money

We offer value for your money
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. Landscape planning and design

. Landscape implementation
. Hardscapes installation
-Stonescapes
-Paver & Stone Work
-Patios
-Walkways
-Retaining Walls
-Stacked Stone Walls
-Terraces
-Pool Decks
-Driveways
-Concrete
-Wood Decks
-Arbors

For Intrinsic Landscapes

Our Services

. Water features
-Ponds
-Waterfalls
-Streams
-Fountains
-Illumination
-Selection of aquatic plants and fish
. Outdoor rooms
-Outdoor Kitchens
-Pergolas and Trellises
-Outdoor Fireplaces
-Outdoor Dining Rooms
-Gazebos
-Bridges

CONTACT US

. Landscape lighting
-Path, Spot and Area Lighting
-Shadowing and Silhouetting
-Architectural and Plant Accenting
-Up or Down Lighting
-Grazing and Moon Lighting
-Safety and Security Illumination
. Plants rental display
. Florists services
-Weddings
-Bespoke florists
-Corporate entertainment
-Office florists
. Interior plantscaping
. Landscape Maintenance

P.O BOX :105297-00101
		Nairobi, Kenya
Phone		
:0721 101 641
		
:0721 888 741
		
:0736 271 557
Email		
:info@intriscapes.com
Web Site
:www.intriscapes.com
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